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Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

The nobleman called and whistled, and he and his huntsman hunted far
and near, but they ________ found the greyhound.
1.

Still, it would ________ do to make a fat commission on the deal and then
act as if I were afraid to come over and play cannibal with him.
2.

But the next day things were as bad as ________.3.

Oh, I'll ________ forget how the fine folks snubbed me and sneered at me
when I came to town.
4.

________ in his life had he eaten a meal which cost as much as this one
order of soup, and the fact that his mother gaily ordered the best indicated to
him how deeply indebted she already was to her patroness.

5.

They ride with stirrups, but they ________ hold the reins; their hands are
busy in keeping down their cloaks.
6.

It would ________ do for Maisie to come back and describe all manner of
enjoyments which he had not shared.
7.

I have ________ seen the lakes; in fact, I know nothing of my country,
although I have scoured the world so long.
8.

She was repeatedly seen by greyhounds when she sat at some distance,
but uniformly made for the garden, and ________ failed to find security.
9.

The vulgar world is ________ so happy as when it assumes to cancel
great public services by some contemptible private scandal.
10.

Say, I'll ________ forget that Jock Sanderson.11.

All hands had to work on as hard as ________.12.

In the countries where the war had raged, the misery and exhaustion
were more appalling than ________; but still there were left men and beasts,
arms and food, and still Frederic fought on.

13.
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Henderson was like an old Pharaoh, who was bound to build the biggest
pyramid ________ built to his memory; he hated to waste a block.
14.

But she was kept as close as ________.15.

________ before had she known hesitancy or embarrassment in her
daily, hourly chat with that fondly loved father.
16.

________ in her life had Bianca been out of doors as much as was good
for her, her childhood in Italy having been spent largely among older people.
17.

She was more beautiful that night than I had ________ seen her.18.

Take him the letter as soon as ________ you get there.19.

And down in the halls there came to us wandering-strangest thing that
________ strayed through deserted grandeur-a brown, broken horse, lean,
with a sore flank and a head of tremendous age.

20.
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